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The Star of Caledonia

The Star of Caledonia is approximately 55 metres in height and 40 metres in diameter, offering commanding views to passengers on 
the motorway. During daylight hours spiraling images of light will carry the eye forward to create a vision of light arcing into the sky. In 
the evening passengers crossing the border will encounter the shining, jewel-encrusted Star of Caledonia as it glistens a welcoming to 
nighttime travelers.

The structure’s form integrates with the land, its playful curves rotating with the landscape to form edges and contours. A key element of 
this design is the large private area between the centre cone form and the sweeping arm of the radial pathway. Here, at ground level, 
sounds of the motorway are cut out. Within this sanctuary one can quietly contemplate the soaring forms of the Gretna landmark and 
focus on the powers of the land and the sculpture coming out of it. 

From here one can look into the heart of the Landmark, trace its walkways and see how the lines of ramping become flying arcs in the 
sky and the energy of the raised undulating land is transformed into kinetic art.

Landscape transforms into the tectonic as the landforms spiral from the Northern tip of the site and circular arcs become extensions 
of the contours of the land. Along the way paths join the climbing elevations: near the summit these footpaths come together in a 
gathering of energy, turning a tighter radius, heading towards the summit. At the top, a shallow crater brings the visitor into the centre. 
From here the Solway sparkles and around the summit one of the curves sets a horizontal datum—a new level and vantage point to 
explore views from.  

The trajectory of the lines and curves presents a form that is, altogether, neither curve nor line. The curves are intercepted at right 
angles by lines that figuratively scatter kinetic energy into the air. Spokes serve to ‘filter’ the form to the eye. The Solway is ahead. The 
sun above. Within this context, the Gretna landmark presents an inspiring view that dares to be different, challenging, surprising and 
poetic all in equal measure.

Design Influences

The Landmark project signals exit and entry into Scotland. It must be bold and possess the tenacity and strength to extend the horizons 
of Scotland’s gateway. 

The Scotland-England border is not a definite line, rather it is a malleable and porous crossover zone. The border stretches in relation to 
the degree of those traversing back and forth, from small endeavours to wider and more ambitious diversions.
 
In past times the border at Gretna was lost in the question of debatable lands. A series of waves is an ideal metaphor for the border; 
like waves, journeys of different frequency and amplitude provide a series of overlays and the dancing ‘S’ curves becomes a reoccurring 
theme in the movement over the border.

The Star of Caledonia uses movement and shape to create a sense of energy. Four curves are used for the landmark of the border. The 
curves mark the cross of St Andrew, but these representations also carry deeper meaning. The structure does not appear static, rather 
as the eye passes over its form the shape seems to shift. The curves close one upon the other in symmetry, whilst passing at speed the 
curves open and widen in elevation, only to close up again. The abstract of a multiple-wave form becomes a figurative representation 
for the border crossing.  

As a wave signifies energy, the discovery of electromagnetism is called to mind. James Clerk Maxwell, foremost Scottish physicist and 
mathematician, first said that light was energy and paved the way for Einstein and our modern world. Other names of high repute in 
Scotland: John Logie Baird (television), Alexander Graham Bell (telephone), John Napier (logarithms), James Watt (steam engine) and 
Alexander Fleming (penicillin), represent the legacy of power amongst Scottish inventors. 
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The Great Unknown, Gretna

The concept for a Landmark at Scotland’s main border crossing is a tall, imposing structure which rises up high above the surrounding 
landscape so that it can be seen for miles around.

The structure is composed of three twisting wings that are represented by either sails or petals reaching to the sky and lending a 
suggestion of growth and evolution. These wings are joined around a central void and rise up out of an enclosing mound.

The three strands to this edifice are representative of the past, present and future
greatness of Scotland. The image of the St Andrew’s cross is embedded across the lower surfaces of the three elements and can be read 
most clearly when viewed from the south.

The enclosing mound takes the form of a spiral shaped shell, like an ammonite, with a central void through which the landmark rises. 
A crescent-shaped viewing platform at the top is accessed by a stepped ramp on one side and a long, gentle grass ramp on the other 
that criss-crosses its way up and is suitable for wheelchair access.

The inner curve of the spiral is constructed as a stone clad retaining wall on a 100 incline. At the upper level two bridges connect the 
viewing area to the structure of the Great Unknown, allowing visitors to ‘inhabit’ it and experience the power of the central void and the 
three wing forms.

At the lower level the central space is seen as a “sitooterie” or quiet meeting place, away from the sound of traffic. It is here, that the 
story of Scottish history and context will be told, and while this is a subject requiring much consultative discussion, we aspire to have its 
focus rest primarily on the Scottish Enlightenment. The names of the distinguished Scottish thinkers in
the fields of literature, philosophy, art, technology and politics will be embedded in the stone wall and their biographies can be 
acquired by smart phones and on line.

The base of the wing structures will rise from a shallow reflecting pond on a granite slab inscribed with poetry. We envisage the 
enclosing stone wall to have a horizontal emphasis like rockstrata or dry stone walling and this will be inscribed with sun lines depicting 
key astronomical data which can be read like an astrolabe.

Lighting will be a key feature of the landmark with the outer edges of the wings picked out with linear light and the central void 
expressed with a soft glow. In addition, there are opportunities for interactive display systems to register visitor numbers crossing the 
border or numbers of people visiting the Great Unknown.

In sum, our proposal encapsulates a tall sculpture marking the border into Scotland, the towering structure is highly visible from long 
distances and will attract visitors as both a landmark and as a meeting place.
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Encircled Veil

Through conversations with Charles Jencks, Ned Kahn became fascinated by the ancient stone circles that dot the landscape of Scotland 
and the Circle People, who created hundreds of these stone circles. It seems likely that the simple act of arranging stones in a circle was 
intended to define an inside and an outside—to create a special place, a ceremonial place, a place of mystery.

In parallel with his fascination for ancient ceremonial circles, Ned was intrigued by the modern town of Gretna’s longstanding 
association with weddings. He thought about the vast history of the ceremony of marriage and the symbolism of a wedding ring, and 
was keen that the landmark should be useful as a place to perform marriage ceremonies. The symbol of a ring—a circle—became the 
organising geometric principle of the design. Mathematically, a circle is a two-dimensional shape, an endless line. When you extend 
a circle into a third dimension it becomes a cylinder, an endless curved plane. Every element of our proposed design is based on this 
simple but magical geometry.

Ned has envisioned a gathering place which would be defined by sculpting the land into three mounds that will spiral around a central 
circular stone platform. The inner walls of the mounds will be gabion stone walls with hundreds of metal cylinders embedded into 
their surfaces and which are planted with ferns and other plants. The result will be a verdant living wall of lush ferns and other plants, 
transforming the feeling and experience of the walls into a protected canyon. 

Rising out of the top of each of the three mounds will be a tall, thin, stainless steel column which will support a wind-animated cylinder 
shaped veil. The veil itself will be composed of thousands of small aluminium and reflective stainless steel panels that are designed to 
sway in the wind and reveal the intricate dynamics of the ever-changing atmosphere. In the context of the border crossing, this wind-
animated veil will call attention to the invisible sea of air that defies the lines of national borders and links all inhabitants of the Earth. 
Viewers would look up through this veil of wind which will frame a circular window to the sky.

Much like the surface of water, these metallic surfaces become dynamic mirrors of the sky and visualise the wind, responding to the 
ever-changing atmospheric conditions. The aqueous reflectivity of this veil will visually link to the nearby Solway Firth and the turbulent 
Sark River.

Lying beneath the veil in the protected center created by the three landforms will be a circular stone platform composed of rings of 
different stones from different geological formations throughout the United Kingdom. The pavers in the center of the circle will be local 
Scottish stones. The wind-animated veil suspended above the platform will serve as a magical backdrop to these ceremonies, reminding 
people of our deep connection to the Earth and to the air.
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